
Year 7

Term 1 2 3 4 5 6

Topic Title Forces

Completion of Forces

Space: The night sky, The Solar System, The Earth, 

The Moon.

Completion of Space

Light
Light Light/Sound Sound

Rationale

Forces incorporate a large topic at KS2, hence this topic extends the pupils 

knowledge of work previously covered. It is also necessary that they learn 

these foundation ideas as this will be required in subsequent topics in Year 8 

such as magnetism and motion.

Many stars visible at this time of year due to 

nights drawing in. Phases of moon observable . 

This is generally considered one of the most 

popular topics and fits in well at the beginning of 

the year having also studied about wave 

properties in the previous module which 

possesses some curricular links.

Many stars visible at this time of year due to nights 

drawing in. Phases of moon observable . This is generally 

considered one of the most popular topics and fits in 

well at the beginning of the year having also studied 

about wave properties in the previous module which 

possesses some curricular links.

This topic fits in well with the previous topics. Many of the 

keywords used and properties of light may have been discussed in 

these modules such as wave properties, reflection (Moons). The 

pupils have also recently completed topics about the eye in Year 6, 

so this topic fits in appropriately at this point in the year.

The pupils have already studied the basics of the physics of sound in Year 4. This builds on this topic, 

but also introduces many keywords that they will need when studying future topics such as light and 

space. There are also a number of engaging activities for the pupils to try at the beginning of Year 7

The pupils have already studied the basics of the physics of sound in Year 4. This builds 

on this topic, but also introduces many keywords that they will need when studying 

future topics such as light and space. There are also a number of engaging activities for 

the pupils to try at the beginning of Year 7

Prior knowledge

Year 3: Pupils should be taught to:

forces can act at a distance

and not others

whether they are attracted to a magnet, and identify some magnetic materials

which

magnets, magnetic materials and the two poles of a magnet. At KS2 (Year 5) 

Pupils should be taught to: explain that unsupported objects fall towards the 

Earth because of the force of gravity acting between the Earth and the falling 

levers, pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force to have a greater effect.

At KS2 (Year 5) Pupils should be taught to:

planets, relative to the Sun in the solar system

the Earth

approximately spherical bodies 

day and night and the apparent movement of the 

sun across the sky.

At KS2 (Year 5) Pupils should be taught to:

planets, relative to the Sun in the solar system

Earth

spherical bodies 

night and the apparent movement of the sun across the 

sky.

From KS2 (Year 6): Pupils should be taught to:

objects are seen

because they give out or reflect light into the eye

to our eyes or

from light sources to objects and then to our eyes

shadows have the same

shape as the objects that cast them.

At KS2 (Year 4) Pupils have been taught  to: 

                                         

At KS2 (Year 4) Pupils have been taught  to: 

                                         

produced it

Key knowledge/skills 

development

Balanced forces:

supported on a compressed surface.

Forces and motion

their speed or direction of motion (qualitative only)

forces: gravity forces acting at a distance on Earth and in space, forces 

between magnets and forces due to static electricity

absorber leading to chemical and electrical 

effects; photo-sensitive material in the retina and 

in cameras

white light and prisms (qualitative only); 

differential colour effects in absorption and 

diffuse reflection.  

other galaxies. 

distance, gravity force, gravity forces between 

Earth and Moon, and between Earth and Sun.

different times of year, in different hemispheres, 

leading to chemical and electrical effects; photo-sensitive 

material in the retina and in cameras

light and prisms (qualitative only); differential colour 

effects in absorption and diffuse reflection.  

galaxies. 

gravity force, gravity forces between Earth and Moon, 

and between Earth and Sun.

times of year, in different hemispheres, 

The similarities and differences between light waves and waves in 

matter. Light waves travelling through a vacuum; speed of light. The 

transmission of light through materials: absorption, diffuse 

scattering, and specular reflection at a surface. 

The transmission of light through materials: absorption, diffuse 

scattering, and specular reflection at a surface, use of ray model to 

explain imaging in mirrors, differential colour effects in absorption 

and diffuse reflection. 

The refraction of light and action of convex lens in focusing 

(qualitative); the human eye. Light transferring energy from source 

to absorber leading to chemical and electrical effects; photo-

sensitive material in the retina and in cameras, 

The refraction of light and action of convex lens in focusing 

(qualitative); the human eye. Colour and the different frequencies 

of light, white light, and prisms (qualitative only); differential colour 

effects in absorption and diffuse reflection.

Waves on water as undulations which travel through water with transverse motion; these waves can be 

reflected, and add or cancel – superposition. - Sound needs a medium to travel, the speed of sound in 

air, in water, in solids., Sound produced by vibrations of objects, in loud speakers, Auditory range of 

humans and animals.

Frequencies of sound waves, measured in hertz (Hz). Pressure waves transferring energy; waves 

transferring information for conversion to electrical signals by microphone, Sound produced by 

vibrations of objects, in loudspeakers, detected by their effects on microphone diaphragm and the ear 

drum, Pressure waves transferring energy; use for cleaning and physiotherapy by ultra-sound, 

Frequencies of sound waves measured in hertz (Hz); echoes, reflection, and absorption of sound, 

Waves on water as undulations which travel through water with transverse motion; 

these waves can be reflected, and add or cancel – superposition. - Sound needs a 

medium to travel, the speed of sound in air, in water, in solids., Sound produced by 

vibrations of objects, in loud speakers, Auditory range of humans and animals.

Frequencies of sound waves, measured in hertz (Hz). Pressure waves transferring 

energy; waves transferring information for conversion to electrical signals by 

microphone, Sound produced by vibrations of objects, in loudspeakers, detected by 

their effects on microphone diaphragm and the ear drum, Pressure waves transferring 

energy; use for cleaning and physiotherapy by ultra-sound, Frequencies of sound waves 

measured in hertz (Hz); echoes, reflection, and absorption of sound, 

National 

Curriculum/specification 

links

P1:1.3-1.5 P1:4.1-4.4 P1:4.1-4.4 P1: 3.1-3.4 P1: 2.1-2.6 P1: 2.1-2.6

Additional Literacy 

Opportunities

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and terminology in 

Going for Gold or Going Forward type tasks

Isaac Newton - Biography

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark 

questions and terminology in Going for Gold or 

Going Forward type tasks.

Planet Research Task

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark 

questions and terminology in Going for Gold or Going 

Forward type tasks.

Planet Research Task

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and 

terminology in Going for Gold or Going Forward type tasks

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and terminology in Going for Gold or Going 

Forward type tasks.

Use of ultrasound: research

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and terminology in Going for 

Gold or Going Forward type tasks.

Use of ultrasound: research

Additional Numeracy 

Opportunities
Force Diagrams: calculating simple resultant forces Large numbers use of the unit Light year

Large numbers use of the unit Light year

Maths Project in STEM Lessons

Reading angles, calculating speeds. Speed of sound calculations. Use of wavelength and frequncy - introduction Speed of sound calculations. Use of wavelength and frequncy - introduction

STEM (WS) In the Lab Unit; WS unit; Asking scientific Q's; Planning 7 recording data skills.

Complete WS unit: Analysing data; Evaluating data; 

Scientific investigation. Writing a conclusion. Crest 

Awards begin

Maths Project and skills Bio Crest Investigation Chem Crest Investigation Phys Crest nvestigation

Cross curricular links
P7T4 Forces (balanced / unbalanced, types of force ) LINK: (Y7 PE Term 1-6) 

(Y8 Tech Term 1;4;6) (Y9 PE Term 1-6) (Y9 Tech Term1,2)

P7T2 Space (Earth in space, solar system; 

Universe; eclipses) LINK: (Y8 RE Term6) (Y9 History 

Term 6)

P7T2 Space (Earth in space, solar system; Universe; 

eclipses) LINK: (Y8 RE Term6) (Y9 History Term 6)

P7T3 Light waves; eye; colour; Issac Newton (Y7 Art Term3;4); (Y7 

Maths Term 5; Y8 Term 5) (Y9Computing Term 1,2,3) (Y9 Maths 

Term 3) (Y9 History Term 5)

 P7T1 Sound (waves, types; ultrasound) LINK: Y7 music term1; term3; term6), (Y8 Music term 1;5;6)
 P7T1 Sound (waves, types; ultrasound) LINK: Y7 music term1; term3; term6), (Y8 Music 

term 1;5;6)

Key vocabulary

push, pull, contact, non-contact, interaction pair, newtonmeter, weight, 

newton, deform, compress, stretch, reaction, extension, tension, elastic limit, 

Hookes Law, linear, friction, lubrication, water resistance, air resistance, drag 

forces, streamlined, gravity, magnetic, electrostatic, field, mass, weight, 

kilograms, gravitational field strength, balanced, equilibrium, unbalanced, 

driving force, resistive force.

The night sky, The Solar System, The Earth, The 

Moon, star, artificial satellite, orbit, natural 

satellite, planet, Sun, comet, metoer, metoerite, 

star, galaxy, Milky Way, Universe, astronomer, 

ellipse, asteroid, Mercury, Venus, Mars, terrestrial, 

gas giant, dwarf planet, gravity, exoplanet, axis, 

day, night, year, season, constellation, phases of 

the moon, umbra, total solar eclipse, penumbra, 

partial solar eclipse, lunar eclipse

The night sky, The Solar System, The Earth, The Moon, 

star, artificial satellite, orbit, natural satellite, planet, Sun, 

comet, metoer, metoerite, star, galaxy, Milky Way, 

Universe, astronomer, ellipse, asteroid, Mercury, Venus, 

Mars, terrestrial, gas giant, dwarf planet, gravity, 

exoplanet, axis, day, night, year, season, constellation, 

phases of the moon, umbra, total solar eclipse, 

penumbra, partial solar eclipse, lunar eclipse

source, emit, reflect, eye, absorb, luminous, non-luminous, 

transmit, transparent, translucent, opaque, umbra, penumbra, 

vacuum, wave, light-time, image, virtual, plane, incident ray, 

reflected ray, normal, angle of incidence, angle of reflection, law of 

reflection, specular reflection, diffuse scattering, refraction, 

medium, lens, convex, converging, focus, focal point, retina, iris, 

pupil, cornea, inverted, photoreceptor, optic nerve, brain, pinhole 

camera, real image, pixel, charge-coupled device, prism, spectrum, 

dispersion, continuous, frequency, primary colour, secondary 

colour, filter

oscillation, vibration, energy, undulation, sound, amplitude, frequency, wavelength, peak, crest, trough, 

transverse, longitudinal, compression, rearefaction, reflection, incident wave, relfected wave, 

superpose, vibration, medium, vacuum, speed of sound, speed of light, pitch, loudness, microphone, 

oscilloscope, hertz, kilohertz, audible range, infrasound, ultrasound, ear, pinna, auditory canal, eardrum, 

outer ear, ossicles, middle ear, amplify, oval window, cochlea, auditory nerve, inner ear, decibels, 

diaphragm, amplifier, echo, reverberation, transmitter, receiver

oscillation, vibration, energy, undulation, sound, amplitude, frequency, wavelength, 

peak, crest, trough, transverse, longitudinal, compression, rearefaction, reflection, 

incident wave, relfected wave, superpose, vibration, medium, vacuum, speed of sound, 

speed of light, pitch, loudness, microphone, oscilloscope, hertz, kilohertz, audible range, 

infrasound, ultrasound, ear, pinna, auditory canal, eardrum, outer ear, ossicles, middle 

ear, amplify, oval window, cochlea, auditory nerve, inner ear, decibels, diaphragm, 

amplifier, echo, reverberation, transmitter, receiver



Year 8 Physics

Term 1 2 3 4 5 6

Topic Title Electricity & magnetism Electricity & magnetism Energy Energy Motion & Pressure Motion & Pressure

Rationale

This topic builds on the work completed at KS2 and also on Forces in Year 7, 

the students have good knowledge of setting up circuits and some of the 

basic symbol notation used. Some of the terminology used in the forces topic 

from Year 7 is also retrieved upon. This is also taught in Year 9 as the 

students will  require a foundation knowledge of circuits, symbols, 

constructing circuits both experimentally and theoretically at KS4.

This topic builds on the work completed at KS2 and also on Forces in 

Year 7, the students have good knowledge of how magnets interact 

and how forces act at a distance from Year 7. Most of the 

terminology used in the forces topic from Year 7 is also retrieved 

upon and will  be required. This is also taught as part of KS4. Hence 

this topic area provides foundation knowledge of magnets, 

electromagnets and their uses both experimentally and 

theoretically, readying students for the KS4 module.

This topic area fits in well with the previous topics about electricity and magnetism. The pupils will  

require prior knowledge of how circuits are set up and how magnets can interact with coils to 

induce a current. They will  also learn about energy transfer, which involves knowledge about 

particles and their properties studied in Year 7 chemistry.

This topic area fits in well with the previous topics about electricity and magnetism. The pupils will  require prior 

knowledge of how circuits are set up and how magnets can interact with coils to induce a current. They will  also 

learn about energy transfer, which involves knowledge about particles and their properties studied in Year 7 

chemistry.

Having studied particle nature of matter and forces in Year 7, the pupils have the developed the knowledge required to cover this topic at the end of 

Year 8. This topic is covered again in Year 9. Additonally, there are a number of calculation based concepts to cover and by this point of Year 8 the 

mathematical skil ls of problem solving are more developed.

Having studied particle nature of matter and forces in Year 7, the pupils have the developed the knowledge required to cover this topic at the end of Year 

8. This topic is covered again in Year 9. Additonally, there are a number of calculation based concepts to cover and by this point of Year 8 the 

mathematical skil ls of problem solving are more developed.

Prior knowledge

Year 4: Pupils should be taught to:

basic parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, switches and buzzers

whether or not the lamp is part of a complete loop with a battery

whether or not a lamp lights in a simple series circuit

with being good conductors.                                                                                                   

         Year 6 Pupils should be taught to:

number and voltage of cells used in the circuit

including the brightness of bulbs, the loudness of buzzers and the on/off 

position of switches

Year 3:  Pupils should be taught to:

magnetic forces can act at a distance

materials and not others

basis of whether they are attracted to a magnet, and identify some 

magnetic materials

depending on which poles are facing.

common conductors  and insulators , and associate metals  with being good conductors conductors  and insulators , and associate metals  with being good conductors Recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force to have a greater effect. In Year 7 pupils have studied 

about contact and non contact forces. They have also studied examples of forces and where motion can occur when the resultant forces are balanced 

or unbalanced.

some mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force to have a greater effect. In Year 7 pupils have studied about contact and 

non contact forces. They have also studied examples of forces and where motion can occur when the resultant forces are balanced or unbalanced.

Key knowledge/skil ls 

development

Current electricity   electric current, measured in amperes , in ci rcui ts , series  

and para l lel  ci rcui ts , currents  add where branches  meet and current as  flow 

res is tance, measured in ohms, as  the ratio of potentia l  di fference (p.d.) to 

components  (quanti tative).                                                                                                                                                     

                                                         

Static electricity

idea  of electric field, forces  acting across  the space between objects  not in 

contact.

Magnetism  

fields  by plotting with compass , representation by field l ines   Earth’s  

current, electromagnets , D.C. motors  (principles  only).

Calculation of fuel uses and costs in the domestic context 

resources .                  Energy changes and transfers 

heating and thermal  equi l ibrium: temperature di fference between two objects  leading to energy 

transfer from the hotter to the cooler one, through contact (conduction) or radiation; such transfers  

energy transfer: changing motion, dropping an object, completing an electrica l  ci rcui t, s tretching a  

spring, metabol ism of food, burning fuels .                                                                                                      

Changes in systems 

a system and describing increases  and decreases  in the amounts  of energy associated with 

movements , temperatures , changes  in pos i tions  in a  field, in elastic dis tortions  and in chemica l  

intermediate s teps  that bring about such changes .

Calculation of fuel uses and costs in the domestic context 

Energy changes and transfers 

machines  give bigger force but at the expense of smal ler movement (and vice versa): product of force and 

energy transfer from the hotter to the cooler one, through contact (conduction) or radiation; such transfers  tending to 

dropping an object, completing an electrica l  ci rcui t, s tretching a  spring, metabol ism of food, burning fuels .                                                                                                      

                                                                                Changes in systems 

conditions  of a  system and describing increases  and decreases  in the amounts  of energy associated with movements , 

processes  and mechanisms, rather than energy, to expla in the intermediate s teps  that bring about such changes .

Describing motion

Forces

electricity.                                                                                                        

Pressure in fluids 

          

 Balanced forces Forces and motio

direction of force and its size.

Describing motion

Forces

                                                                                      

Pressure in fluids 

      

 Balanced forces Forces and motio

direction of force and its size.

National 

Curriculum/specification 

links

P2: 1.1-1.4 P21.5-1-8 P2: 2.1-2.4 P2: 2.5-2.8 P2 3.1-3.3 P2: 3.4-3.6

Additional Literacy 

Opportunities

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and terminology 

in Going for Gold or Going Forward type tasks

Maglev transport Literacy task

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and 

terminology in Going for Gold or Going Forward type tasks

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and terminology in Going for Gold or 

Going Forward type tasks
Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and terminology in Going for Gold or Going Forward type 

tasks

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and terminology in Going for Gold or Going Forward type tasks

Simple Machine - Research Written task

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and terminology in Going for Gold or Going Forward type tasks

Additional Numeracy 

Opportunities
Calculate Resistance and current Calculate Resistance and current

Temperature differences, stretching a spring - graph plotting - spring constant, Comparing energy 

values, measuring and calulating energy transfer, Force calculations

Maths Project in STEM Lessons

Temperature differences, stretching a spring - graph plotting - spring constant, Comparing energy values, measuring 

and calulating energy transfer, Force calculations
Speed, distance and time, P=F/A, Force diagrams, Hookes law, Energy efficiecy, weight Speed, distance and time, P=F/A, Force diagrams, Hookes law, Energy efficiecy, weight

STEM (WS)
In the Lab Unit; Review unit; Asking scienti fic Q's ; Planning 7 recording data  

ski l l s .

Complete WS unit: Analys ing data; Eva luating data; Scienti fic 

investigation. Writing a  conclus ion. Crest Awards  begin
Maths  Project Phys Investigation Chem Investigation Bio Investigation

Cross curricular l inks
Electricity & Circuits ( defibril lators;current & voltage; static  (Y7 Tech Term 

5) (Y8 Tech Term 2) (Y9 Tech Term 5,6)

Magnetism & Electromagnets (Earth magnetic field; Maglev trains) 

Maths Y7 T1,3,4,6 and Y8 T1
Energy & Food; Technology T2/1 (Food and Nutrition) Maths Y7 T1,3,4,6 and Y8 T1 Energy & Food; Technology T2/1 (Food and Nutrition) Maths Y7 T1,3,4,6 and Y8 T1 P8T5 Motion & Pressure (typical speeds; density; turning forces)  Maths Y7 T1,3,4,6 and Y8 T1, T2; PE Yr7 T5/5 Athletics

P8T6 Practical Unit ( Y7 Maths Term 1;2;3;5; Y8 Term 2 ; Y9 Term 2;4)) (Y7 Geog Term 6; Y8 Term1) (Y7 Computing Term 1; Y8 Term 6) ( Y8 Tech Term 

3;5) 

Key vocabulary

electric charge, positive, negative, attract, repel, atom, proton, electron, 

neutron, neutral, current, lightning, electric field, current, switch, 

ammeter, amps, cell, battery, motor, potential difference, voltmeter, volts, 

rating, voltage, series, parallel,

resistance, ohms, conductor, insulator, magnet, north pole, 

south pole, magnetic material, magnetic field, magnetic field line, 

electromagnet, core, magnetise, relay, motor

energy, joule, kilojoule, law of conservation of energy, chemical store, energy store, thermal, 

kinetic, gravitational potential, elastic, dissipated, temperature, thermometer, equilibrium, 

conductor, conduction, convection, rediation, insulator, convection current

infrarred rdaiation, thermal imaging camera, energy resources, fossil fuel, non-renewable, thermal power station, 

renewable, nuclear, power rating, watt, kilowatt, kilowatt-hour, work, simple machine, lever, gear

speed, metres per second, instantaneous speed, average speed, relative motion, distnace time graph, acceleration, gas pressure, 

compressed, atmospheric pressure, density

liquid pressure, incompressible, pressure, newtons per metres squared, pivot, moment, newton metres, law of moments, centre of gravity, centre 

of mass



Year Group 9

Term 1 1 2 3 4 5 6

Topic Title P1.1 Particle Model P1.2 Changing State P1.3 Pressure P2.1 Motion P2.2 Newtons Laws P2.3 Forces in action Static and Charge

Rationale

Knowledge and understanding of the particle nature of matter is fundamental to physics. 

Learners need to have an appreciation of matter in its different forms, they must also be 

aware of subatomic particles, their relative charges, masses and positions inside the atom. 

The structure and nature of atoms are essential to the further understanding of physics.

A clear understanding of the foundations of the physical world forms a 

solid basis for further study of physics. Understanding of the relationship 

between the states of matter helps to explain different types of everyday 

physical changes that we see around us.

This section develops the understanding of pressure in gases and liquids. 

Pressure in gases builds on the particle model, and in liquids the increase in 

pressure with depth is explained as the weight of a column of liquid acting on a 

unit area.

Students will learn about how different 

objects interact. how they can calculate 

speeds and predicting travel times. theywill 

also gain vital information about how 

objects behave during collisions.

Newton’s laws of motion essentially define the means by which motion changes and the relationship between 

these changes in motion with force and mass.

Forces acting on an object can result in a change of shape or motion. Having looked at the nature of matter, 

we can now introduce the idea of fields and forces causing changes. This develops the idea that force 

interactions between objects can take place even if they are not in contact. Learners should be familiar with 

forces associated with deforming objects, with stretching and compressing (springs).

These are the fundamentals of electrical circuits 

and will give students the necessary knowledge 

that they need in order to further understand the 

work on circuits which comes later in the course.

Prior knowledge

Learners should be aware of the atomic model, and that atoms are examples of particles. 

They should also know the difference between atoms, molecules and compounds. Learners 

should understand how density can be affected by the state materials are in.

Learners should be familiar with the structure of matter and the 

similarities and differences between solids, liquids and gases. They 

should have an idea of the particle model and be able to use it to model 

changes in particle behaviour during changes of state. Learners should 

be aware of the effect of temperature in the motion and spacing of 

particles and an understanding that energy can be stored internally by 

materials.

Learners should be aware of the change in pressure in the atmosphere and in 

liquids with height (qualitative relationship only). They should have an 

understanding of floating and sinking and the effect of upthrust. Learners 

should know that pressure is measured by a ratio of force over area which is 

acting at a normal to the surface.

y8 term 5,6 physics

Learners should have an understanding of contact and non-contact forces influencing the motion of an object. 

They should be aware of the Newton and that this is the unit of force. The three laws themselves will be new to 

the learners. Learners are expected to be able to use force arrows and have an understanding of balanced 

and unbalanced forces.

Learners should have an understanding of forces acting to deform objects and to restrict motion. They 

should already be familiar with Hooke’s Law and the idea that, when work is done by a force, it results in an 

energy transfer and leads to energy being stored by an object. Learners are expected to know that there is 

a force due to gravity and that gravitational field strength differs on other planets and stars.

y8 term 1 physics

Key knowledge/skills 

development

In this chapter students have learnt about the nature of particles in solids, liquids, and gases. 

The chapter also covers the nature of the atom and its constituent

subatomic particles. The relative charges, masses, and positions of protons, neutrons, and 

electrons within the atom were addressed.

Students have learnt about models of the atom, including those of Democritus, Dalton, 

Thomson, Rutherford, and Bohr that have been developed and refined

over the years. They should have described Thomson’s experiments and the observations of 

Rutherford, Geiger, and Marsden’s experiment, with a focus on the

key findings that: the nucleus has a positive charge, contains over 99% of the mass of the 

atom and has a diameter much smaller than that of the atom.

Students should have described the structure of the Bohr atom in detail – referring to a 

positive nucleus surrounded by electrons in well-defined energy shells. They

should also have estimated the size of a molecule based on the size of an atom and 

explained the difference between an atom and a molecule.

The nature of the atom in terms of a central positively charged nucleus, surrounded by 

electrons in different energy levels, was also described.

The structure and nature of different atoms were considered, as was the relative size of the 

atom and the molecule. Students have also learnt about the difference

between atoms, molecules, and compounds in terms of their structure.

This chapter focused on the changes that occur when a body changes 

state. One such change is the change in density of a material, with 

density being defined as mass ÷ volume. When a body melts it changes 

from a solid to a liquid. Conversely, the opposite change from a liquid to 

a solid is called freezing, and both of these processes occur at a 

constant temperature.  Students have learnt that, at the higher end of the 

temperature scale, a body will evaporate when it changes from a liquid to 

gas and will condense when it turns from a gas to a liquid. The direction 

of energy transfer in each case was covered and students should 

understand that these changes of state also occur at a constant 

temperature.  When they considered the energy transfers during a 

change of state, students performed calculations involving specific latent 

heat and became familiar with the specific latent heat of fusion and the 

specific latent heat of vaporisation. In both cases, the nature of how the 

internal energy changes was considered.  In addition to specific latent 

heat, the term specific heat capacity was covered. This is the energy 

supplied to a mass of material when it is heated, leading to a change in 

temperature. For example, when liquid water is heated from room 

temperature to its boiling point there will be an increase in temperature 

but no change of state. The relationship between temperature and the 

average kinetic energy of the water particles was considered, as was an 

appreciation that whilst there may be a physical change, there is no 

chemical change since no new chemicals are being formed in the 

process. 

Pressure is the force per unit area exerted by the random motion of particles 

at right angles to a surface. In this chapter, the nature of the different types of 

pressure that we could encounter was addressed. The relationship between 

the pressure, volume, and temperature of a gas was covered, as was the 

concept of the work done on a gas to increase its temperature. Students 

described the motion of molecules in a gas and stated the units of pressure as 

the pascal, Pa. They have described the relationship between the pressure 

and volume of a gas at constant temperature and how the product of pressure 

and volume is equal to a constant for a gas at constant temperature.  GCSE 

Physics students learnt about atmospheric pressure, which is the pressure 

exerted due to the Earth’s atmosphere above us. They should have described 

a model of the Earth’s atmosphere and stated the cause of atmospheric 

pressure.  Higher tier GCSE Physics students also learnt about the pressure 

exerted in liquids and gases. These students also covered the dependence of 

pressure in fluids on density and depth, and the equations that relate 

pressure, depth, and density were encountered for the first time. Two factors 

that affect the pressure in a liquid were stated and students used appropriate 

units (e.g., for pressure, volume, temperature, or density) in all answers. From 

a practical viewpoint, the mean of the recorded results and a ratio between two 

values were calculated. The factors that determine whether a body will float or 

sink was an integral part of the chapter, as was the contact force of upthrust 

on bodies that are immersed in liquids and gases. 

Explain how distance, speed and time are 

related, use formulae to carry out 

calculations. Beable to calculate 

acceleration for experimental or given 

data, draw and interpret distance time 

graphs, calculate momentum and use 

conservation of momentum in calculations.

This chapter focused on the Newton’s three laws and the equations and key ideas behind them.  Students 

described the action of forces on objects and stated whether examples of forces are contact or non-contact 

forces. They stated Newton’s Third Law and identified the forces acting on a body. Students calculated the 

resultant of two forces in one dimension, using a scale diagram to represent the forces present.  Students 

stated Newton’s First and Second Laws and identified the forces acting on a body in equilibrium. Higher tier 

students defined inertia and used Newton’s Second Law to calculate the resultant force on an object. These 

students discussed whether the forces acting on an object were balanced, or not, using a free body diagram. 

They also wrote down a conclusion for an investigation into the relationship between acceleration and force and 

stated some examples of energy stores. The nature of free body diagrams to show bodies in equilibrium or non-

equilibrium was introduced to higher tier students, as was the notion of terminal velocity and balanced forces. 

They analysed the motion of skydivers and cars in terms of forces and described how the component of weight 

down the slope changes with increasing height. Students designed preliminary experiments to determine the 

range of the independent variable and used the equation for momentum and the Law of Conservation of 

Momentum to explain motion during collisions.  All students stated definitions and units for work and power and 

they measured the correct quantities, following instructions, and used these to calculate their own power in 

watts. 

This chapter related to how forces can cause the shape of a body to change based on the 

compression or extension of the shape. Students described how you can deform objects and also 

described the relationship between force and extension for a spring.  Gravitational potential energy 

was discussed, as were weight and mass. Students described the relationship between force and 

extension from a graph and stated the gravitational field strength, g, on Earth as 10 N/kg. They 

should be able to recall that the acceleration due to gravity on Earth is also called g and recite the 

factors affecting gravity force. The notion of a massive object, such as the Earth, having a 

gravitational field was included, which allowed the relationship between weight, mass, and ‘g’ to be 

developed in mathematical form through the equation weight = mass x gravitational field strength.  

GCSE Physics students studied forces that lead to rotation, and the idea of a moment of a force 

and the principle of moments applied to bodies in equilibrium. These students described how 

forces caused a rotation to occur and should understand that clockwise moments equal 

anticlockwise moments when an object is in equilibrium. Other simple machines, levers, and gears 

were covered in terms of how they transmit rotational forces, as was the relationship between force, 

area, and pressure for hydraulic systems. These students followed instructions and used the 

principle of moments to find the value of an unknown mass and described uses of levers and gears. 

They calculated a ratio of two values relating to the mechanical advantage of a machine and 

described how a fluid causes a force and what factors affect the size of the force. 

Describe what is meant by electrical charge and 

how it is measured. Describe how static electrical 

charge can build up in materials. Describe what is 

meant by current and voltage and how they relate 

to the electrical charge.

National 

Curriculum/specification links
P1.1 & P1.2 P1.2 P1.3 P3 2.4, 1.5 P2.2 P2.3 P3 1.2, 1.3

Additional Literacy Opportunities
Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and terminology in Going for Gold 

or Going Forward type tasks

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and 

terminology in Going for Gold or Going Forward type tasks

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and terminology in 

Going for Gold or Going Forward type tasks

Use of keyword learning and practise of six 

mark questions and terminology in Going 

for Gold or Going Forward type tasks

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and terminology in Going for Gold or Going Forward 

type tasks

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark questions and terminology in Going for Gold or Going 

Forward type tasks

Use of keyword learning and practise of six mark 

questions and terminology in Going for Gold or 

Going Forward type tasks

Additional Numeracy 

Opportunities
recall and apply: density (kg/m3) = mass (kg) / volume (m3)

apply: change in thermal energy (J) = mass (kg) × specific heat capacity 

(J/kg °C) × change in temperature (°C)

apply: pressure due to a column of liquid (Pa) = height of column (m) × density 

of liquid (kg/m3)

× g (N/kg)

Calculation based work Force Calculations recall and apply numerous formulea Calculation based work

STEM (WS) Working scientifically WS1-WS8 Working scientifically WS1-WS8 

Biol PAG 1 Microscopy

Biol Pag 3 Enzymes

Biol PAG 4 Photosynthesis

Chem Pag 3 Separation techniques

1.)Plan 

2.) Do

3.) Review – Evaluate and PAG booklet tasks

Chem Pag 2 Distil lation

1.)Plan 

2.) Do

3.) Review – Evaluate and PAG booklet tasks

Required Practicals: Physics PAG 1:        Density and Materiala
1.)Plan 
2.) Do

3.) Review – Evaluate and PAG booklet tasks

Required Practicals: Physics PAG 5:        Specific Heat Capacity
1.)Plan 
2.) Do

3.) Review – Evaluate and PAG booklet tasks

Required Practicals: Biology PAG 3 photosynthesis

1.)Plan 

2.) Do

3.) Review – Evaluate and PAG booklet tasks

Required Practicals: Biology PAG 8 Transport in/out cells

1.)Plan 

2.) Do

3.) Review – Evaluate and PAG booklet tasks

Required Practicals: Physics PAG 3 : Motion 

1.)Plan 

2.) Do

3.) Review – Evaluate and PAG booklet tasks

Physics PAG 4 Forces

1.)Plan 

2.) Do

3.) Review – Evaluate and PAG booklet tasks

Cross curricular links
Mathematical skills, use of formulae and problem solving (Yr 7 - T1,T6, Yr8 - T1,T4, T6 Y9- 

T1, T2,T4, Y10 - T2,T4)

Mathematical skills, use of formulae and problem solving (Yr 7 - T1,T6, 

Yr8 - T1,T4, T6 Y9- T1, T2,T4, Y10 - T2,T4)

Mathematical skills, use of formulae and problem solving (Yr 7 - T1,T6, Yr8 - 

T1,T4, T6 Y9- T1, T2,T4, Y10 - T2,T4)

Mathematics skills throughout whole 

content

Mathematical skills, use of formulae and problem solving (Yr 7 - T1,T6, Yr8 - T1,T4, T6 Y9- T1, T2,T4, Y10 - 

T2,T4)

Mathematical skills, use of formulae and problem solving (Yr 7 - T1,T6, Yr8 - T1,T4, T6 Y9- T1, T2,T4, Y10 - 

T2,T4)
Mathematics skills, D+T electronics

Key vocabulary

atom

the smallest particle of an element, made of protons, neutrons, and electrons

Bohr model of the atom

a model that explains why electrons in orbit do not spiral in to the centre of an atom

electron

subatomic particle surrounding the nucleus of an atom. It has a relative charge of -1, and a 

very small mass

electron shells

the orbits around an atom that are allowed for electrons in the Bohr model

model

a description, analogy, or equation that helps you to explain the physical world

neutron

subatomic particle found in the nucleus of an atom. It has no charge and a relative mass of 1

nucleus

the small centre of an atom made of protons and neutrons

order of magnitude

a number to the nearest power of 10

plum-pudding model of the atom

outdated model of the atom in which electrons are embedded in a sphere of positive charge

proton

subatomic particle found in the nucleus of an atom. It has a relative charge of +1 and a 

relative mass of 1

Rutherford model of the atom

A model with a positively charged nucleus and electrons in orbit around it

change of state P1 . 2 Changes of state the process of moving from one 

physical state to another, for example, melting chemical reaction process 

in which substances react to form different substances degree Celsius 

(°C) a unit of temperature density mass/volume, usually measured in 

kg/m3 internal energy the energy of a system because of the 

arrangement and movement of particles in it joule (J) the unit of energy 

kelvin (K) a unit of temperature mass the amount of matter, usually 

measure in kilograms physical change change, such as a change in 

state, that does not result in new substances being made specific heat 

capacity (J/kgK) the energy required to raise the temperature of 1 kg of a 

substance by 1 K specific latent heat of fusion (or melting) the energy 

required to fuse or melt 1 kg of a substance specific latent heat of 

vaporisation the energy required to vaporise of condense 1 kg of a 

substance temperature a measure of the average kinetic energy of the 

particles in a material. It does not depend on the amount of the material 

that you have volume the amount of space an object takes up, usually 

measure in m3 

absolute zero P1.3 Pressure the lowest temperature that is theoretically 

possible, equivalent to 273.15 °C atmosphere the layer of air, including 

oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and other gases, above the Earth’s surface 

atmospheric pressure the gas pressure caused by the atmosphere due to the 

density of the air at that height, equal to approximately 100 kPa at the surface 

of the Earth gas pressure the pressure exerted by a gas due to the collisions 

of the particles in the gas with the container inversely proportional this is when 

one value increases as another value decreases in the same ratio liquid 

pressure the pressure in a liquid due to the weight of the liquid above it pascal 

(Pa) the unit of pressure; 1 Pa is equal to 1 N/m2 upthrust the force of an 

object in a fluid due to the difference in pressure in the fluid acting on the area 

of the object  

force, speed, distance, time, acceleration, 

vector, scalar

component (of a force),contact force,drag,elastic collision,equilibrium,force arrow,free body 

diagram,friction,inelastic collision,inertia,Law of Conservation of Energy, elastic limit,elastic material,gravitational 

field,gravitational field strength (g),gravitational potential energy,gravity constant (g),Hooke’s Law,limit of 

proportionality,linear relationship,non-linear relationship,plastic material,proportional,spring constant,weight 

Momentum,Momentum,net force,newton-metre (Nm),Newton’s First Law ,Newton’s Second Law,Newton’s Third 

Law,non-contact force,normal contact force,power,resultant force,tension,terminal velocity,upthrust,weight,work

effort the force that you apply elastic limit P 2. 3 Forces in action the force beyond which an object, such as 

a spring, does not return to its original shape when the force is removed elastic material a material that 

returns to its original shape when the force is removed force multiplier a factor that greatly increases the 

effectiveness of a force gravitational field the region where a mass experiences an attractive force towards 

another mass gravitational field strength (g) the force on 1 kg in a gravitational field gravitational potential 

energy the energy transferred to a gravity store when you lift an object in a gravitational field gravity 

constant (g) the force on 1 kg in a gravitational field, also known as the gravitational field strength/constant 

Hooke’s Law Below the limit of proportionality, the extension is proportional to the force hydraulic machine a 

simple machine that works because a liquid transmits force lever a rod, or other object that won’t bend, with 

a pivot. A force applied at one end produces a force in the opposite direction at the other end. It can be 

used to transmit a rotational force  limit of proportionality the point (applied force) beyond which extension is 

no longer proportional to force linear relationship a graph of two variables is a straight line through (0,0) if 

the relationship is linear load the force that you are trying to move mechanical advantage the ratio of the 

load to the effort moment the turning effect of a force non-linear relationship a graph of two variables is not a 

straight line through (0,0) if the relationship is non-linear pivot the point about which forces act to produce 

turning effects plastic material does not return to its original shape when the force is removed principle of 

moments force × distance on one side of a pivot = force × distance on the other side of a pivot © Oxford 

University Press 2017     www.oxfordsecondary.co.uk/acknowledgements This resource sheet may have 

been changed from the original. 1 Glossary      proportional P 2. 3 Forces in action two quantities are 

proportional if they change in the same ratio spring constant the ratio of force to extension, a measure of 

stiffness weight the force due to gravity that acts on an object 

static, insulator, charge, voltage, current, coulomb


